Pilomyxoid astrocytoma of the thoracic spinal cord in an adult: A case report and review of literature
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ABSTRACT
We present a case of pilomyxoid astrocytoma (PMA) in a 35-year-old Asian male with history of paraparesis for last 6 months. A contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging of the spine revealed an intramedullary mass lesion occupying most of the thecal sac at the level of 10th and 11th dorsal vertebrae, with extensive contrast enhancement. Spinal PMA in an adult is an extremely rare entity, with only two reported cases in the literature, until date. This appears to be the first reported case of spinal PMA in an adult with isolated thoracic spinal cord involvement.
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INTRODUCTION
Pilomyxoid astrocytoma (PMA) is a recently described central nervous system (CNS) tumor of the pediatric age group found mainly in the chiasmatic-hypothalamic region. It has been considered to be pilocytic astrocytoma (PA) until Tihan et al. first summarized its features from a series of pediatric cases in 1999 and distinguished it from PAs. In the recent World Health Organization classification of CNS tumors 2007, PMA has been added into the category of histological variants of PA. As per the published reports, this tumor behaves more aggressively, has an early age of onset, higher rate of metastases throughout CNS, and poorer prognosis with shorter progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival times, compared with PA. Now-a-days little is still known about its histological origin, and there is no consensus about its management.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only five adult cases of PMA being reported until date, and among them only two are of spinal origin; one involving the cervical spinal cord and the other one extending from the mid-cervical up to the lumbosacral region. Hence, probably this is the first reported case of spinal PMA in an adult with isolated thoracic spinal cord involvement.

CASE REPORT
A 35-year-old Asian male, presented with the complaints of paraparesis for last 6 months. Neurological examination on admission revealed no other abnormality, except paraparesis. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed an intramedullary mass involving the thoracic spinal cord, extending from 10th to 11th dorsal vertebrae, with extensive contrast enhancement; signal intensity on MR was uniformly hyperintense on T2 and fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequences and hypointense on T1 sequence. He underwent laminectomy and tumor excision. Histological examination revealed a glial neoplasm consisting of monomorphic and piloid cells with elongated cytoplasmic processes in a rich myxoid background. Rosenthal fibers or eosinophilic granular bodies were absent. Immunohistochemistry showed these tumor cells were positive for glial fibrillary acidic protein. The MIB-1 labeling index was 3%. Based on these findings, a histological diagnosis of PMA was made. In view of absence of any other lesion on screening MRI of the neuraxis, he was planned for adjuvant external beam radiation 55.8 Gy in 31 fractions.
over 6 weeks, to the tumor bed with appropriate margins, and now on treatment in our department.

DISCUSSION

Pilocytic astrocytoma is the most common pediatric CNS neoplasm with excellent long-term prognosis. However, not all patients with PA, experience good outcomes. A small subset of children with this tumor experience a variable clinical course with shorter disease-free survival and overall survival rates. Although it has long been recognized that particular subset of PAs behave aggressively, the reasons for this have not yet been elucidated.

Pilomyxoid astrocytoma, a recently described tumor entity of the CNS, may be responsible for this clinical variability. When compared with the typical biphasic histology of PA, this neoplasm demonstrates monomorphous piloid cells in a loose fibrillary and myxoid background. Moreover, PMA does not display Rosenthal fibers or eosinophilic granules, both characteristic of PA. This tumor entity has been designated PMA on the basis of its typical histologic appearance.

Similar to PAs, PMAs may occur anywhere along the neuraxis and affect individuals throughout childhood. PMA, however, exhibits a predilection for the chiasmatic-hypothalamic region and tends to affect very young children. It has also been described in the posterior fossa, diencephalon and spinal cord. The mean age at diagnosis for patients with PMA has been documented to be 18 months. In comparison, the mean age at diagnosis for patients with PA is 58 months.

Pilomyxoid astrocytoma generally behaves more aggressively than PA. In the first publication to clinically describe this novel tumor, long-term outcomes of 21 patients with hypothalamic PMAs were compared with those of 42 patients with PAs in the same region. Patients with PMA experienced a higher rate of local recurrence than those with PA (76% and 50%, respectively), despite having equal rates of gross total resection. Of note, the PMA group demonstrated a substantial rate of cerebrospinal fluid dissemination (14%), whereas none of the tumors in the PA group showed such spread. Patients with PMA experienced significantly shorter PFS than those with PA (mean PFS of 26 and 147 months, respectively; $P < 0.001$). Patients with PMA also demonstrated significantly shorter overall survival than those with PA (mean overall survival of 63 and 213 months, respectively; $P < 0.001$).

The optimal treatment strategy for PMA has not yet been established. As a recently discovered tumor entity, PMA is treated in a manner similar to PA. The known aggressive biological behavior of this tumor, however, may alter its management in the future. Considering the unfortunate clinical course of many patients with PMA,
the demonstrated survival advantage related to extensive resection may prompt neurosurgeons to implement more radical operative techniques when dealing with this tumor. This approach has been shown to be beneficial in children with recurrent malignant glial tumors, for which radical resection predicted a more favorable survival.[16] The decision to use postoperative adjuvant therapy also depends on a lesion’s perceived malignant tendencies, as the potential benefits of radiation therapy and chemotherapy must be weighed against their morbidity.[17]

CONCLUSION

Pilomyxoid astrocytoma is a histological entity related to PA with a greater trend to re-growth and cerebrospinal fluid dissemination, therefore strict follow-up and oncological treatment is recommended. Until date, there are no published investigations regarding PMA genomics. This confers a tremendous potential for basic science studies aimed at further characterizing the molecular biology of these tumors.
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